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message

We are already in the 12th month of
the COVID-19 pandemic since the first
Movement Control Order (MCO) imposed
on 18 March 2020. The pandemic has
changed the way we work and live. It has
brought about changes in the banking
industry as we try to help our customers
with financial difficulties to make it through
these challenging and trying times. I would
like to take this opportunity to thank all
AmBankers who have worked in the office
and from home during the MCO 2.0 to
ensure our operations continue to operate
efficiently and smoothly.
Despite these challenges, we recorded
an underlying net profit of RM1,086.4
million for the nine months financial results
ending 31 December 2020 (9MFY21).
On the corporate front, AMMB Holdings
Berhad (AMMB) Bursa announced on 26
February 2021 on the Global Settlement
that was reached with the Ministry of
Finance Malaysia (MOF) in relation to
the review by the relevant authorities of
historical transactions dating back to 10
years ago by 1Malaysia Development
Berhad (1MDB) and its related entities.
The Group has since strengthened
and enhanced its processes to meet the
current stringent regulatory standards. To
this end, the AMMB Group has decided
to resolve these historical matters to allow
the Group to focus fully on its business.
In this respect, the AMMB Group has todate reached an agreement with MOF for
a sum of RM2.83 billion to be paid towards
the full and final settlement in relation to all
these historical matters.

AmBank Group
at a Glance

The Group remains financially resilient
and has sufficient financial resources to
absorb this Settlement without having
to raise additional equity capital. Our
stakeholders continue to have confidence
and trust with AmBank Group. There was
also no run by our customers. Of course,
each one of us AmBankers must exhibit
strong confidence and trust about a bright
future for us from now on.
The settlement of these legacy matters
will enable the AmBank Group to focus on
executing on its strategies for its business
without any distractions. We are committed
to continue to deliver value to shareholders,
stakeholders and customers.
On the business front, we have
partnered with the Malaysian Investment
Development Authority (MIDA) to offer
SMEs and Mid-Tier Companies (MTCs)
the opportunity to be a part of MIDA’s
Smart Automation Grant (SAG) through
a strategic alliance on our BizRACE
Programme. With this collaboration in
place, we hope to assist SMEs and MTCs
in matters relating to automation and
digitalisation in their businesses.
I am pleased to note that we continue to be
recognised and honoured especially during
this period. AmInvestment Bank Berhad has
won the Best Securities Brokerage Malaysia
2020 award at Global Banking & Finance
Review’s 11th Annual Awards ceremony while
AmInvest has been acknowledged as the
Best Investment Management Company,
Malaysia Award at the World Finance
Investment Management Awards 2020.
The Group was presented by the Malaysian
Society for Occupational Safety and Health
(MSOSH) with the “Gold Class 1 Award”
under the Services Sector category.

I am pleased to announce the appointment
of Mr Robert William Goudswaard
(‘Mr Goudswaard’) as a Non-Independent
Non-Executive Director of AMMB Holdings
Berhad on 25 March 2021, an additional
Board representative of Australia and New
Zealand Banking Group. Mr Goudswaard
has nearly 39 years of experience in financial
services across the banking, payments,
insurance, government, mutual and not for
profit sectors. He brings very substantial
governance expertise, with the perspective
of a Chief Executive Officer reporting into
a Board, and with a diversity of thought
gained from international experience in
other cultures.
It was good to see the AmBankers
participate in the Kelab AmBank Group
(KAG) Fitness programme via Instagram
workout and online classes. It is important
to have a healthy body and mind despite
having different work styles. I am also happy
to see many new talented staff took part in
the recent singing competition.
We are committed to provide superior
service support to our clients and continue to
do our best to strengthen our fundamentals,
particularly in terms of corporate governance.
I would like to thank all AmBankers for your
commitment and dedication and confidence
for a brighter future for all of us.

Tan Sri Azman Hashim
Chairman,
AmBank Group
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Message from Group Chief Executive Officer

Dear AmBankers,

Our Performance
I am pleased that the Group has continued to
deliver resilient results with sustained growth
in revenue and profit before provisions despite
growth momentum being impacted by the
movement control orders.
Our total income was up 5.7% to RM3,423.1
million from higher net interest income as well
as trading and investment income. Gross loans
and financing grew 4.4% year-to-date (YTD) to
RM111.9 billion. Customer deposits grew 5.4%
YTD to RM119.0 billion, with current account
and savings account (CASA) balances up 16.1%.
CASA mix was higher at 28.1%.
The Group’s net profit of RM866.3 million,
however, was affected by additional macro
provisions during the year as we continue to
extend financial assistance to our borrowers.
Excluding net modification loss and pre-emptive
macro provisions, AmBank Group recorded
an underlying net profit of RM1,086.4 million,
reflecting a consistent and stable YoY
achievement.
There is a lot more to be done to achieve
our Focus 8 strategy but there are also
opportunities ahead. We will continue to
reinforce our digitalisation agenda to deliver
cost efficiencies and improve end-to-end
solutions for customers.
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AmBank Group recorded
an underlying net profit
of RM1,086.4 million,
reflecting a consistent and
stable YoY achievement.

“FOCUS 8”
The path to ROE of ≥10%
Sharpening our Segment Play
Improving our customer experience

Collabrorators & Partners
Harnessing expertise across the group
– AmBank holistic CVP

Less is More – Building Capital
Light Revenues
Differentiated and profitable products

AmBank Digital
Building capacity & efficiency

Connecting People
Retaining Talents & Embedding P²ACE DNA

ESG
Focusing on responsible banking

The Digital Bank Option
Banking the underserved

I am pleased that the Group has continued
to deliver resilient results with sustained
growth in revenue and profit.
Dato’ Sulaiman Mohd Tahir
Group Chief Executive Officer, AmBank Group
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Message from Group Chief Executive Officer

AmBank has inked a Memorandum
of Understanding (MoU) with
Sabah Development Bank Berhad
(SDB) to offer RM100 million worth
of financing as part of the Sabah
SME Guarantee Scheme

Our Initiatives
As the nation continues its efforts to restore
economic growth against the backdrop of an
unprecedented global pandemic, AmBank stands
ready to assist our customers during this difficult
period. At AmBank, we have always believe in
assisting our customers beyond just financing.
We recently inked a Memorandum of
Understanding (MoU) with Sabah Development
Bank (SDB), to assist SMEs in the state of Sabah
specifically, to help them weather the financial
impact of the pandemic. AmBank is allocating
RM100 mil worth of financing for working capital
purposes which will be made available in the first
quarter of this year. These collaborations further
reaffirm our shared commitment to nurture and
promote the growth of SMEs.
We have also taken our digitalisation agenda
a step further as we partnered with Merchantrade
Asia to enable a cross-border, multi-currency
payment e-wallet. The Hybrid e-wallet offers the
largest wallet size of RM50,000 – 4 times more
than the existing e-wallet by MerchantTrade, due
to the new auto-credit feature into AmBank’s
Hybrid Current Account-i. This savings option
also makes the e-wallet the first of its kind in the
country and while enabling the customer to earn
interest via their e-wallet.

Moving Forward
While we weather this challenging environment,
it is important that we remain steadfast and
cohesive as a team. As we move forward from
the Global Settlement, I am confident that we will
not be weighed down by the events of the past.
By resolving these historical matters, we can now
focus fully on our business and rebuild our capital
position back to where it was soonest possible.
Over the span of the last five years, we have
taken great strides to transform the Bank and
place it on stronger footing. This includes
improving the robustness of our processes
as well as enhancing our monitoring systems,
infrastructure and training. We have also ensured
that compliance and governance take centre
stage in how the Group manages its affairs.
I urge you to stand strong as one team to
build a stronger and better AmBank as we look
beyond the COVID-19 pandemic and the recent
challenges. It is important that we continue to
focus on the growth of the organisation.
Rest assured, we will weather this storm and we
will come out stronger, more than ever.
Dato’ Sulaiman Mohd Tahir
Group Chief Executive Officer,
AmBank Group

business
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AmBank Group delivers resilient
performance in 9MFY21
AmBank Group ready to capitalise on opportunities
ahead following Global Settlement
AMMB Holdings Berhad (AmBank Group or the Group)
Announced its Financial Results for the Nine Months Ended
31 December 2020 (9MFY21).

Summary of 9MFY21 Results
• Total income up 5.7% to RM3,423.1 million from
higher net interest income as well as trading and
investment income. Excluding net modification
loss of RM15.1 million, underlying income
increased 6.2% year-on-year (YoY)

• Net profit after tax and minority interests (PATMI)
fell 20.8% to RM866.3 million as a result of higher
impairment charges. Underlying PATMI (adjusted
for net modification loss and pre-emptive macro
provisions) stood at RM1,086.4 million

• Expenses broadly stable at RM1,607.6 million.
Cost-to-income (CTI) ratio improved further to
47.0% from 49.6% a year ago, delivering
a positive JAWS of 5.7%

• Return on equity (ROE) at 6.0% (9MFY20: 8.1%),
underlying ROE at 7.5%, with return on assets (ROA)
of 0.77% (9MFY20: 1.02%) and basic earnings per
share (EPS) of 28.79 sen (9MFY20: 36.35 sen)

• Profit before provisions (PBP) up 11.3% to
RM1,815.5 million

• Gross loans and financing grew 4.4% year-to-date
(YTD) to RM111.9 billion

• Net impairment charge of RM644.5 million
(9MFY20: net impairment of RM133.5 million)
mainly due to pre-emptive macro provisions of
RM274.5 million in 9MFY21

• Customer deposits grew 5.4% YTD to RM119.0 billion,
with current account and savings account (CASA)
balances up 16.1% (CASA mix higher at 28.1%)

• Gross impaired loans (GIL) ratio remained at
1.73% (FY20: 1.73%), with loan loss coverage
(LLC) ratio of 103.4% (FY20: 93.4%)

• Financial Holding Company (FHC) Common Equity
Tier 1 (CET1) capital ratio strengthened to 13.5%
(FY20: 12.4%) while Total Capital ratio improved to
16.4% (FY20: 15.8%)

Dato’ Sulaiman Mohd Tahir (Dato’ Sulaiman), AmBank Group Chief Executive Officer said, “We have reached
an agreement with the Ministry of Finance of Malaysia for a sum of RM2.83 billion to be paid to the Malaysian
Government as the full and final settlement on all outstanding claims and actions in relation to the Group’s previous
involvement with 1Malaysia Development Berhad and its related entities (“Global Settlement”).
While this will undoubtedly have a material impact on the Group’s Q4FY21 earnings and consequently FY21 results,
it is important to note that we have adequate capital buffers to absorb the Global Settlement without an immediate need
to raise additional equity capital. However, as a consequence of the Global Settlement, the Group will not be proposing
any final dividends for FY21. The Group would like to assure investors and stakeholders that we remain financially
resilient and are ready to capitalise on the opportunities ahead with our refreshed Focus 8 strategy.
Further details on the impact of the Global Settlement on the Group can be found in the notes section of our
9MFY21 financial statements.
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9MFY21 Results (cont’d)
AmBank Group continued to show
resilience in its financial performance
despite growth momentum being
impacted by the implementation of
the movement control orders. We
achieved an 11.3% growth in PBP
on the back of a 5.7% increase in
revenue. The Group’s net profit of
RM866.3 million, however, was affected
by additional macro provisions during
the year while we continue to extend
financial assistance to our borrowers.
Excluding net modification loss and
pre-emptive macro provisions, AmBank
Group recorded an underlying net
profit of RM1,086.4 million, reflecting a
consistent and stable YoY achievement.
Arising from the economic
uncertainties due to the Covid-19
pandemic, we have undertaken
pro-active measures by setting aside
macro provisions of RM59.7 million
in this quarter, with a cumulative
macro provisions taken since the
pandemic of RM441.8 million. As
the nation continues its efforts to
restore economic growth against
the backdrop of an unprecedented
global pandemic, AmBank Group
stands ready to assist our customers
during this difficult period by providing
financial relief measures such as a loan
moratorium of up to six months for
our customers affected by the recent
floods in 6 states as well as AmBank’s
Targeted Repayment Assistance (TRA)
Programme specifically designed
to assist low-income (B40), middleincome (M40) and micro enterprise
customers who have suffered loss of
employment or reduction of income
due to Covid-19.”

11.3%

On a QoQ basis, the Group’s total
income increased by 1.8% on the
back of steady loans growth, with net
interest margin improving to 2.03%.
This was offset by lower Markets
trading gains and General Insurance
investment income. Net profit was up
by 11.2% QoQ, mainly due to lower
provisions in Q3FY21.
For the 9MFY21, the Group’s Net
Interest Income (NII) of RM2,132.4
million was 3.0% higher compared to
a year ago. Excluding net modification
loss, NII increased by 3.7%, driven
by 4.4% loans growth year to date.
However, net interest margin (NIM)
contracted 8 bps to 1.85% year on
year, from the impact of the cumulative
125 bps reduction in Overnight Policy
Rate (OPR) during the year 2020. Noninterest income (NoII) grew 10.5% YoY,
largely contributed by strong trading and
investment income from Group Treasury
and Markets and General Insurance,
as well as higher fee income from
Fund Management and Stockbroking.
Consequently, total income grew 5.7%
YoY to RM3,423.1 million.
Operating expenses were relatively
flat at RM1,607.6 million and cost-toincome ratio improved further to 47.0%
from 49.6% a year ago. Consequently,
profit before provisions increased 11.3%
YoY, with underlying PBP up 12.2%.
The Group recorded a net
impairment charge of RM644.5 million
in 9MFY21, compared to RM133.5
million a year ago. The increase
in impairment was mainly due to
macro provisions of RM274.5 million
in 9MFY21. The total pre-emptive
macro provisions to-date amounted

to RM441.8 million and were made
in relation to the Group’s exposure to
retail and SME customers affected by
the COVID-19 pandemic as well as the
aviation and oil and gas sectors. GIL
ratio remained at 1.73% (FY20: 1.73%)
as the Group closely monitors its credit
portfolio and proactively reschedules
and restructures vulnerable loans.
The Group’s gross loans and
financing increased 4.4% YTD to
RM111.9 billion, driven by growth in
Retail Banking and Business Banking.
Mortgages grew RM2.6 billion to
RM39.1 billion and loans to SME
customers increased by RM1.4 billion
to RM22.3 billion while Wholesale
Banking loans fell by RM1.07 billion
from lower corporate utilisation.
Deposits from customers increased
5.4% YTD to RM119.0 billion, largely
attributed to CASA balances, which
registered a robust growth of 16.1%
YTD to RM33.5 billion. CASA mix was
higher at 28.1% (FY20: 25.5%). The
Group remains highly liquid, with a
liquidity coverage ratio of 155.8%. All
banking subsidiaries registered a net
stable funding ratio of above 100% as
at 31 December 2020.
The Group’s FHC CET1 ratio
and total capital ratio strengthened
to 13.5% and 16.4% respectively
from capital accretion through
profit formation and the adoption of
transitional arrangements introduced
by the regulator which allows for
the increase in Stage 1 and Stage 2
provisions for expected credit losses
to be added back to CET1 as at 31
December 2020, and for the increase
in provisions to be recognised over a

AmBank Group continued to show resilience in its
financial performance despite growth momentum
PBP growth
being impacted by the implementation of the
RM1.8 billion movement control orders. We achieved an 11.3%
growth in PBP on the back of a 5.7% increase in revenue.

business

four-year period. The impact of these
transitional arrangements on CET1
and Total Capital ratio was +0.64%
and +0.20% respectively.

Divisional
Performance
(9MFY21 vs
9MFY20)
Wholesale Banking
PAT up 4.0%
Income growth
YoY to RM635.8 of 25.1% YoY to
million
RM1,192.3 million,
underpinned by higher NII from
increased holding in fixed income
securities and higher Markets
revenues from forex trading and
sales and equity derivatives.
Expenses fell by 3.1% YoY to
RM213.5 million. PAT increased
4.0% YoY, mainly contributed by
better top line growth. Gross loans
decreased 3.0% YTD to RM34.5
billion due to lower corporate
utilisation in line with subdued
business sentiments. Customer
deposits was 6.7% higher YTD, at
RM64.1 billion.

Retail Banking
Income increased
6.1% to RM1,179.6
million. NII rose
PAT up 7.5%
6.1% on the back of
YoY to RM267.3 solid loans growth,
million
partially offset by
lower NIM due to OPR reduction.
NoII increased by 5.9%, attributable
to higher fee income from wealth
and personal financing products
coupled with improved forex
income. Expenses were flat YoY.
Net impairment charge was higher
at RM188.2 million YoY (9MFY20:
RM144.8 million), reflecting higher
delinquency and non-performing
loans inflow post BNM’s 6-month
loan moratorium. Nevertheless, PAT
was up 7.5% to RM267.3 million.
Gross loans increased by 8.0% YTD

to RM63.6 billion, mainly from growth
in mortgages, personal financing
and Retail SME. Customer deposits
increased 4.4% YTD to RM47.4 billion,
mainly driven by increased CASA
balances.

Business Banking
Income rose by 2.4%
to RM277.1 million.
NII increased by
PAT up 43.6%
2.0% from sturdy
YoY to RM108.9 loans growth but
million
partially offset by
margin compression. NoII increased
by 3.9%, mainly attributable to
higher forex income. Net impairment
charge was lower at RM32.1 million,
compared to RM61.8 million a year
ago. Consequently, PAT increased
by 43.6% to RM108.9 million. Gross
loans expanded by 8.1% YTD to
RM12.2 billion while customer
deposits increased by 4.4% YTD to
RM7.5 billion.

Investment
Banking and Fund
Management
Overall income grew
PAT up 31.4%
by 12.7% to RM252.5
YoY to RM96.9
million, mainly
million
led by higher fee
income from Fund Management and
Stockbroking. Operating expenses fell
by 1.3% to RM136.3 million. Overall,
PAT increased 31.4% YoY to RM96.9
million.

Islamic Banking
Total income
increased by 1.9% to
RM676.2 million and
PATZ down
operating expenses
42.7% YoY to
fell by 2.3%. Net
RM163.1 million
impairment charge
was higher at RM278.1 million
(9MFY20: RM71.1 million), mainly due
to overlay adjustments for potential
impact of loan delinquency upon
expiry of the repayment assistance
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programme. As a result, PATZ
decreased by 42.7% to RM163.1
million.

General Insurance
Income grew 3.9%
YoY to RM510.6
million, underpinned
PAT down 2.4% by higher investment
YoY to RM185.3 income and lower
million
claims, partially
offset by lower premiums. Operating
expenses increased by 12.8%
to RM289.4 million from higher
marketing cost. PAT fell by 2.4% to
RM185.3 million.

Life Insurance and
Family Takaful
The Life Insurance
and Family Takaful
businesses recorded
PAT of RM32.9
strong improvement
million
in PAT of RM32.9
million compared to RM4.2 million
a year ago, mainly attributable to
higher investment income and lower
claims, offset by higher reserving.
The Group has equity accounted
the results of the life insurance and
family takaful business to reflect the
Group’s effective equity interests in
the joint ventures.

Outlook for FY21
Dato’ Sulaiman concluded, “Our
focus to accelerate our digitalisation
initiatives when we kicked off our
previous Top 4 strategy has proven
to be beneficial as we now face the
Covid-19 pandemic with an added
advantage. We continue to reinforce
our digitalisation agenda to deliver
cost efficiencies and to improve
end-to-end solutions for customers.
At the same time, the Group remains
resolute in fortifying its fundamentals
in terms of productivity, risk
management and balance sheet
strength to meet the challenges of
the coming year.”
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Appointment of

Appointment of

Chief Executive
Officer,
AmGeneral
Insurance Berhad

Chief Executive
Officer,
AmMetLife
Insurance Berhad

AmGeneral Insurance Berhad announced
the appointment of Mr David Tan See Dip as
the Chief Executive Officer (CEO) effective 19
January 2021.
David has been the person in charge with the
running of AmGeneral Insurance Berhad since 1
January 2021. Prior to joining us, David was the
CEO of a multinational insurance company from
2009 until his retirement in 2017.
He has more than 40 years’ experience in
the insurance industry and has held numerous
senior leadership roles within the industry.
He holds a Bachelor of Commerce and
Administration degree from Victoria University of
Wellington, New Zealand. He is also a qualified
chartered accountant, chartered company
secretary and certified insurance practitioner.
David is currently an Academic Council member
of the Malaysia Insurance Institute.

AmMetLife Insurance Berhad (AmMetLife)
is pleased to announce the appointment of
Lee Jiau Jiunn as its Chief Executive Officer
effective April 1, 2021. Lee is currently the Chief
Financial Officer of AmMetLife and succeeds
Ramzi Toubassy, who will leave to pursue an
external opportunity. Lee joined AmMetLife
after 14 years with AIA in Malaysia and Taiwan.
Prior to this, he held actuarial roles in both the
Malaysia and New Zealand insurance sectors.
He is a graduate of University of Canterbury
New Zealand with a Bachelor of Engineering
degree in Civil and holds a Master of
Engineering (Civil Engineering) qualification. He
is a Fellow of the Institute of Actuaries, United
Kingdom as well as a Fellow of the Actuarial
Society of Malaysia.

award
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AmInvestment Bank Wins
Best Securities Brokerage
Malaysia 2020 Award
AmInvestment Bank
Berhad has won the Best
Securities Brokerage
Malaysia 2020 award at
Global Banking & Finance
Review’s 11th Annual
Awards ceremony. The
Awards honours
companies that
stand out in
particular areas
of expertise in
the banking and
finance industry.

Commenting on the win,
Tracy Chen, Chief Executive
Officer, AmInvestment
Bank Berhad, said “Being
recognised with this award
reaffirms our commitment
in improving customer
experience, making investing
easy and accessible by
providing enhanced digital
innovations. I would like to
applaud our staff for their
excellent service which
contributed to our win.”

Global Banking & Finance
Review is a UK-based digital
and print magazine. Since
its inception in 2011, The
Global Banking & Finance
Awards were created to
recognise companies of all
sizes which are prominent in
particular areas of expertise
and excellence within the
financial world. It reflects the
innovation, achievement,
strategy, progressive and
inspirational changes taking
place within the global
financial community.

L-R: Ong Chin Liang, Senior Vice President, Retail Business, AmInvestment Bank Berhad, Tracy Chen, Chief Executive Officer, AmInvestment Bank Berhad, Gan
Kim Khoon, Executive Vice President, Equity Markets, AmInvestment Bank Berhad and Shadida Ibrahim, Senior Vice President, Institutional Business, Broking,
AmInvestment Bank Berhad with the Best Securities Brokerage Malaysia 2020 award from Global Banking & Finance Review.
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AmInvest Honoured as
Malaysia’s Best Investment
Management Company
AmInvest has been awarded the Best
Investment Management Company,
Malaysia Award (“Award”) at the World
Finance Investment Management Awards
2020.¹ AmInvest was the
recipient of this Award for
seven consecutive years
from 2012 to 2018.¹
AmInvest was commended
based on a number of criteria
including performance, service, leadership,
consistency, targets and objectives.
Commenting on AmInvest’s latest win,
Dato’ Sulaiman Mohd Tahir, Group Chief
Executive Officer, AmBank Group, said,
“It is an encouraging and positive start to
the new year, and we are honoured to be
singled out as the best fund management
house in Malaysia. We have been managing
funds for 40 years now. This Award is a
testament to the expertise and capabilities
of our people in growing our investors’
investments despite the challenging market
environment. AmInvest’s business has been
on an upward trajectory in terms of growth
of Assets Under Management (“AUM”).
Over the past year (as at December 2020),
AmInvest’s total AUM grew by 13% to
a record high of around MYR50 billion.”

Commenting on the market moving
forward, Ms Goh Wee Peng, Chief Executive
Officer of AmInvest, added, “We expect
global economies to see a firmer recovery
in 2021 assuming the availability and
effectiveness of the vaccine are within
projections. We maintain a balanced view on
both the equity and fixed income markets
for this year. Prospects for an economic
recovery along with upward corporate
earnings revision should be supportive of a
sustained equity market performance. We
expect a similar support for the fixed income
market given the anticipated continuous
low interest rate environment and improved
corporate earnings that will help to keep
credit ratings stable.”
AmInvest manages assets encompassing
unit trust funds, wholesale funds, institutional
mandates, exchange traded funds and private
retirement schemes. Its fund offerings include
both conventional and Shariah-compliant
investment solutions, and foreign and local
investments across all asset classes.
World Finance, the organiser
for the annual awards, is based in
the United Kingdom and provides
coverage and analyses of the
financial industry. World Finance is
published by World News Media.

“It is an encouraging and positive start to
the new year, and we are honoured to be
singled out as the best fund management
house in Malaysia.”
Dato’ Sulaiman Mohd Tahir, Group Chief Executive Officer, AmBank Group
1 Awarded by World Finance at World Finance Investment Management Awards from year 2012 until year 2018, and year 2020 to AmInvest.
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AmBank Wins Malaysia Society for
Occupational Safety & Health (MSOSH)
“GOLD CLASS 1” Award

L-R: Mohammad Ismi Ismail, Senior Vice President, Group Administration, AmBank Group, Eqhwan Mokhzanee, Chief Executive Officer, AmBank Islamic and Chairman,
Group OSH and Mohammad Nasiruddin Mohd Hashim, Senior Manager, OSH Department with the Malaysia Society for Occupational Safety & Health (MSOSH) “GOLD
CLASS 1” Award.

AmBank has been awarded the MSOSH “Gold Class 1 Award” under the Services Sector
category by the Malaysian Society for Occupational Safety and Health (MSOSH) at the recent
MSOSH OSH Virtual Award Ceremony (MOVAC) which was conducted in November 2020.

“We are pleased to receive
this award as it signifies
our commitment in
being a responsible and
caring employer as well
as our determination in
ensuring safety and health
practices in our daily work
operations.”
Dato’ Sulaiman Mohd Tahir,
Group Chief Executive Officer, AmBank Group

This manifests AmBank’s continuous improvement in OSH standards
after being conferred the Gold Class 2 award, last year.
“We are pleased to receive this award as it signifies our commitment
in being a responsible and caring employer as well as our determination
in ensuring safety and health practices in our daily work operations,” said
Dato’ Sulaiman Mohd Tahir, Group Chief Executive Officer, AmBank Group.
Commenting on the award, Eqhwan Mokhzanee, Group OSH Chairman
who is also Chief Executive Officer, AmBank Islamic Berhad said, “We
are truly honoured with the award and my most profound gratitude to all
our employees, Group and building OSH Committee members, AmFIRST
REIT, and building managers for their contribution and support in making
this possible. We will continue to practise and maintain a high level of
occupational safety and health standards within our premises.”
The MSOSH OSH Award recognises organisations from various sectors
and industries that have shown outstanding performance and achievements
in ensuring occupational safety and health excellence at the workplace.
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AmBank provides
6-month moratorium to
assist flood victims
“We are reaching out to the flood victims, especially to our
customers who are facing inconveniences and distress in
coping with the aftereffects of the flood.”
Tan Sri Azman Hashim, Chairman, AmBank Group

Given the floods that have devastated
several parts of Malaysia, AmBank is
prepared to provide a moratorium of
up to 6-months to its customers who
are currently affected by the floods in
its media release on Fiday, 15 January
2021. AmBank’s flood relief moratorium
will involve monthly instalments or
repayments for all loans and financing
facilities including credit card facilities.
Tan Sri Azman Hashim, Chairman,
AmBank Group said, “We are reaching
out to the flood victims, especially
to our customers who are facing
inconveniences and distress in coping
with the aftereffects of the flood.”
Dato’ Sulaiman Mohd Tahir, Group
Chief Executive Officer, AmBank
Group, said, “This is a trying time for
the victims. Our thoughts and prayers
go out to those affected and displaced
by the floods as well as those that
are responding with rescue and
relief efforts. We are ready to assist
our customers as best as we can

during this difficult period. We trust
our moratorium measures, will aid in
alleviating the distress faced by flood
victims.”
In addition, for customers seeking
replacement of passbooks, cheque
books, fixed deposit certificates, ATM,
Credit and Debit cards, AmBank will
waive all incidental and replacement
charges to help ease their burden.
AmBank would like to advise
customers who have experienced
difficulties and disruptions as a direct
result of the flooding to contact its
nearest branch or contact centre at
03-2178 8888 or email at floodrelief@
ambankgroup.com.
AmBank will also continue to
provide assistance via its Targeted
Repayment Assistance (TRA)
programme to B40, M40 and micro
enterprise customers who have
suffered job loss or income reduction
as a consequence of the COVID-19
pandemic.

Dato’ Sulaiman added, “We
understand that these are still
challenging times and we would like
to reassure our customers that we
will continue to assist them in meeting
their financial obligations. Further
to the extension of our Targeted
Repayment Assistance Programme to
30 June 2021, we have continuously
reached out to our customers to offer
tailored additional assistance.”
To date, AmBank has reached out
to more than 500,000 customers
to offer repayment assistance. We
have processed more than 150,000
applications from individuals and SME
customers to the
tune of RM13 billion
and approved close
to 100% of these
applications.

RM13b
TRA
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AmBank & Sabah Development Bank
Berhad offer RM100 million financing
to Sabah SMEs

“This strategic partnership between
AmBank and SDB reaffirms our shared
commitment to nurture and promote
the growth of SMEs.”
Dato’ Sulaiman Mohd Tahir, Group Chief Executive Officer, AmBank Group

On Thursday, 21 January 2021, AmBank has inked
a Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) with
Sabah Development Bank Berhad (SDB) to offer
RM100 million worth of financing as part of the
Sabah SME Guarantee Scheme. The scheme looks
to aid SMEs in Sabah who are adversely affected
by the COVID-19 pandemic.

“This collaboration between
AmBank and SDB is a timely
complement to the Federal and
State governments’ initiatives
to support a very important
sector of our economy.”
Datuk Vincent Pung,
Chief Executive Officer, Sabah Development Bank Berhad

The MoU was signed by Dato’ Sulaiman Mohd
Tahir, Group Chief Executive Officer, AmBank
Group and Datuk Vincent Pung, Chief Executive
Officer, SDB.
Dato’ Sulaiman Mohd Tahir said “This strategic
partnership between AmBank and SDB reaffirms
our shared commitment to nurture and promote
the growth of SMEs. Through this joint initiative,
we are offering financing which we hope will help
Sabah SMEs weather the financial impact of the
pandemic.”
Datuk Vincent Pung said “This collaboration
between AmBank and SDB is a timely complement
to the Federal and State governments’ initiatives to
support a very important sector of our economy.
SMEs play an essential part in the socio-economic
development of the country, in terms of GDP
contribution and job creation. We thank AmBank
for taking the initiative to develop this scheme, and
we hope that this will be a launching pad for future
collaborations.”
The Sabah SME Guarantee Scheme is a financing
facility, designed with the primary objective of
providing working capital, exclusively for SMEs in
Sabah. The facility will be made available in the first
quarter of 2021 on a first come, first served basis.
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AmBank Islamic unveils AmRewards
Campaign Towards a Brighter 2021
AmBank Islamic launched the AmRewards Campaign
to provide greater value to its customers who save in
the AmWafeeq Savings Account-i (AmWafeeq-i) where
customers may win attractive cash prizes during the
campaign which runs from 1 January 2021 until 31
August 2021.
“To kick start the year of 2021, we are pleased to
offer rewards to our loyal customers and we hope
that this can attract new customers to save in the
AmWafeeq-i. We want to encourage and provide the
avenue for our customers to save in a more valueadding manner,” said Dato’ Sulaiman Mohd Tahir,
Group Chief Executive Officer, AmBank Group.
“We recognise that 2020 was a tough year.
So we hope that the AmRewards Campaign
would inspire our customers that tough times
don’t last whilst smart savings in AmWafeeq-i
may reward them with cash prizes to tide

them over until the tough times subsides. We also have
more contests and promotional campaigns in the pipeline
that are curated to reward our customers for their continuous
support in our products and services,” added Eqhwan
Mokhzanee, Chief Executive Officer, AmBank Islamic.
The Grand Prize of RM240,000 would be paid as
12 monthly payments of RM20,000 each. Customers with
higher balances in their AmWafeeq-i account will be entitled
to more entries which increase their chances to win the
cash prizes. 5 entries points will also be rewarded to the
existing customers of AmWafeeq-i with a minimum month
end balance of RM500 as at December 2020.
For more information on the AmRewards
campaign, kindly visit www.ambankislamic.com.

The Grand Prize of RM240,000 would be paid
as 12 monthly payments of RM20,000 each.
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MetLife Named to
World’s Most Admired
Companies List
by Fortune Magazine
“This recognition
is a testament of
the difference
our employees
are making in
the lives of our
customers and
the communities
that we serve.”
Ramzi Toubassy,
Former Chief Executive Officer,
AmMetLife Insurance Berhad Group

MetLife, Inc. (NYSE: MET), through its subsidiaries
and affiliates (“MetLife”), is one of the world’s leading
financial services companies, providing insurance,
annuities, employee benefits and asset management to
help its individual and institutional customers navigate
their changing world. Founded in 1868, MetLife has
operations in more than 40 markets globally and holds
leading positions in the United States, Japan, Latin
America, Asia, Europe and the Middle East.
AmMetLife is a strategic partnership between AMMB
Holdings Berhad (AmBank Group) and MetLife
International Holdings LLC (MetLife). AmMetLife offers
a comprehensive range of life assurance and wealth
protection solutions distributed through a combination
of over 200 AmBank and AmMetLife branded branch
offices, in addition to the strength of its authorised life
insurance agents nationwide. The strategic partnership
combines the international expertise and financial
strength of MetLife with the local strength and reach
of AmBank Group to create a customer-centric and
modern life assurance solutions provider in Malaysia.

On Tuesday, 16 February 2021, MetLife, Inc. (NYSE: MET) announced that it
has been named to Fortune magazine’s 2021 list of the “World’s Most Admired
Companies.” Eight life and health insurers were included on the annual snapshot
of the best-regarded companies.
Fortune partners with Korn Ferry to survey industry executives, directors,
and analysts across nine categories, from investment value and quality of
management and products, to social responsibility and ability to attract talent.
A company’s score must rank in the top half of its respective industry to be listed.
Commenting on this recognition, former CEO of AmMetLife Insurance Berhad,
Ramzi Toubassy said, “Despite the uncertainty brought about by the COVID-19
pandemic, our employees showed up to live our purpose
of always being there for our customers and helping them
live a well-protected life. This recognition is a testament
of the difference they are making in the lives of our
customers and the communities that we serve.”
Additional details about the rankings are available at
Fortune.com.
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AmBank partners with Merchantrade
to enable Hybrid e-Wallet
First in the market cross border, multi-currency payment solutions
AmBank has formed a strategic
partnership with Merchantrade Asia
Sdn Bhd that will take the e-wallet
landscape to the next level. This is by the
enablement of Hybrid e-wallet as part of
its FinTech driven initiatives.
With this Hybrid e-wallet enablement,
Merchantrades’ customers are able to
enjoy a much larger e-wallet capacity
while reaping the benefits of
Current Account-i. At the same
time, this would also improve
customer experience and ease
the hassle of e-wallet top-ups.
This implementation will bring
convenience and cost-effective
benefits to the user.
“We are indeed very pleased to partner
with Merchantrade, as part of our FinTech
collaboration agendas to develop the first
in the market cross border, multi-currency
payment solutions by leveraging on
cutting-edge technology and an innate
understanding of the market and fastpaced environment we operate in.” said
Dato’ Sulaiman Mohd Tahir, Group Chief

Executive Officer, AmBank Group.
Dato’ Sulaiman also added, “Presently,
digitalisation is riding on the coattails of
the pandemic. With physical distancing
and travel restrictions, we are working
to transform anything that can be done
online or virtually.”
“We are highly committed in
supporting the digital transformation of
the financial and technology sectors
which is in line with Bank Negara
Malaysia’s effort to embrace on
FinTech agenda. All these efforts
are intended to support the financial
services industry accelerate its
transition to an age of digitalisation
and innovation for the country’s future
digital landscape,” added Raja Teh
Maimunah Raja Abdul Aziz, Managing
Director, Wholesale Banking, AmBank
Group.
Commenting on the partnership,
Merchantrade Asia’s Managing
Director, Ramasamy K. Veeran said
“At Merchantrade, our customers are
at the heart of everything we do, which

is why we strive to create the best
technology, services and solutions. We
pride ourselves on utilising innovative
tech solutions to offer a more efficient,
frictionless, simple and safe payments
experience for our customers. The hybrid
e-wallet will be the first-of-its-kind and
with the largest wallet size of RM50,000.
It will allow us to expand Merchantrade’s
offering, giving our loyal customers even
greater benefits and rewards than ever
before. We’re delighted to be partnering
with AmBank to enable us to bring this
latest in a long run of Merchantrade
innovations. The commitment of our two
organisations to use financial technology
and service innovation to deliver real
benefits to our customers and the
complementary nature of our businesses
makes this a great partnership”.
AmBank has been actively involved
in FinTech driven solutions which are
tailormade to B2B segment. Our cuttingedge solution has secured partnership
with industry leaders namely; Rakuten
Trade, Finexus Group and MobilityOne.

“We are indeed very pleased to partner
with Merchantrade, as part of our
fintech collaboration agendas to
develop the first in the market cross
border, multi-currency payment
solutions by leveraging on cuttingedge technology and an innate
understanding of the market and fastpaced environment we operate in.”
Dato’ Sulaiman Mohd Tahir,
Group Chief Executive Officer, AmBank Group
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Fourth Quarter
Global Economy

- Gradual recovery in trade and
domestic demand

Reported by Mr Anthony Dass, Chief Economist, AmBank Group

One of the biggest unknowns of the
economy is just how severe the damage
inflicted by the Covid-19 pandemic is.
Many expected the disruption to be
short-lived but after almost a year, people
are still forced to reset expectations and
plans every month or two. Nonetheless,
the global economy continued to recover
in the fourth quarter of 2020, buoyed by
improved trade activity and domestic
demand conditions. The overall pickup in production activity led to broadbased improvements in labour market
conditions, and consequently private
sector expenditure. However, in the
euro area, the pace of recovery slowed
as Covid-19 resurgences necessitated
further retightening of containment
measures.
Global contraction of the economy
is expected to be around 4.5 percent.
However, surging infections in late 2020
(including new variants of the virus),
renewed lockdowns with logistical
problems in vaccine distribution and
uncertainty about vaccine take-up the

lingering concerns. Much remains to
be done on the health and economic
policy fronts to limit persistent damage
from the severe contraction of 2020
and ensure a sustained recovery.
Multiple vaccine approvals and the
launch of vaccination in some countries
in December have raised hopes of an
eventual end to the pandemic.

USD
The shrinkage in the US economy
narrowed to -2.4 percent year-onyear in the fourth quarter following
-2.8 percent year-on-year in the third
quarter. This brings the full-year 2020
growth to -3.5 percent year-on-year,
the weakest growth since 1946.
The increase in fourth quarter GDP
reflected both the continued economic
recovery from the sharp declines
earlier in the year and the ongoing
impact of the Covid-19 pandemic,
including new restrictions and closures
that took effect in some areas of the
United States.

Performance of Selected Currencies Against USD in Fourth Quarter of 2020
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4.0 Thai Baht
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3.0 Singaporean Dollar
2.2 Japanese Yen
0.9 Philippine Peso
0.3 Vietnamese Dong
0.1 Indian Rupee
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0
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Source: Bloomberg/AmBank Research

GDP growth in the Eurozone contracted
deeper by 5.3 percent year-on-year in
the fourth quarter, versus a 4.3 percent
decline year-on-year in the third quarter
although restrictive measures have been
adapted and were less severe than
earlier ones. The main drag came from
household consumption and pandemic
lockdowns, which have shuttered the
economy in various degrees across
the single-currency bloc since October.
The German economy shrank by 3.6
percent, Italy by 6.6 percent; France by
4.9 percent; and Spain by 9.1 percent,
albeit relatively better than in the second
quarter.

Yen
Japan’s economy expanded to an
annualised 11.7% in the final quarter
of 2020, marking the second straight
quarter of increase from 22.9% in the
previous quarter, extending its recovery
from its worst post-war recession
following support from firm exports,
consumption and capital expenditure.
However, the pace of recovery slowed
from the blistering pace seen in the third
quarter, underscoring the challenge
policymakers face in keeping the
economy afloat as new emergency
measures to prevent the spread of
Covid-19 hit demand.

Yuan
-4.0 US Dollar

-6.0

Euro

4.0

6.0

8.0

China reported a GDP growth of 6.5
percent in the fourth quarter, driven by
stronger demand both domestically
and abroad. Despite the grave and
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Quarterly GDP of Selected Countries (Y/Y %)
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complex environment posed by the
Covid-19 pandemic, China managed to
bring its economic growth back to the
pre-pandemic rate. China’s success in
controlling the pandemic also helped
expand it market share in global trade.

Asia
Similarly, Asean countries performed
better during the quarter under review,
recording a marginal decline versus the
previous quarter. Singapore’s economy
shrank 2.4 percent year-on-year in
the fourth quarter as compared to
-5.8 percent in the third quarter. The
Philippine GDP was registered at -8.3
percent after plunging by 11.4 percent
on an annual basis in the previous
quarter. Thailand’s economy growth
slid 4.2 percent year-on-year after
contracting 6.4 percent in the third
quarter. Indonesia’s GDP contracted
by 2.2 percent year-on-year following
a 3.5 percent year-on-year decline
in the third quarter.

Ringgit
Impacted by the rise in Covid-19
cases and restrictive measures
imposed to contain the spread of the
virus, Malaysia’s fourth quarter 2020
GDP grew at a weaker pace by
-3.4 percent year-on-year compared to
-2.6 percent year-on-year in the third
quarter. With three straight quarters

Malaysia

Indonesia Philippines

4Q 2020

3Q 2020

of negative growth, the full-year GDP
fell by 5.6%, the worst since the
1997/98 Asian financial crisis (-7.4
percent). The Covid-19 pandemic and
restrictive measures dampened private
consumption and weighed on both
private and public and investment.
However, government consumption,
net exports and the stimulus measures
provided some cushion to the
downside. Capex during the year was
weak.
Bank Negara Malaysia, in the final
Monetary Policy Committee meeting for
2020, decided to maintain its overnight
policy rate at 1.75 percent. It is the
second time in a row BNM left the policy
rate unchanged, bringing the cumulative
rate cut to a total of 125bps.
The outlook for 2021 suggests a
rebound in the economy in tandem
with the global scenario. Domestic
economy will be supported by
global GDP and trade, stimulus
measures, vaccine deployment, better
management of Covid-19 pandemic
and stable commodity prices. Business
sentiments and consumer confidence
are poised to improve.
In a move to address the Covid-19
pandemic impact, crisis-recovery
measures were introduced both
globally and domestically. The recovery
measures focused on fiscal support,
monetary and other measures. These

centred on lives, livelihoods and
supporting business activities with the
aim of renewing growth in an economy
that has suffered from the health crisis.
Malaysia unveiled a series of
recovery measures e.g. the Economic
Stimulus Package (RM20 billion),
Prihatin Rakyat Economic Stimulus
Package (RM250 billion), Prihatin
Plus (RM10 billion), Penjana Stimulus
Package (RM35 billion), and Kita
Prihatin (RM10 billion). The Permai
Assistance Package (RM15 billion)
was announced on January 18, 2021.
All in, these measures amounted to
an injection of RM340 billion, aimed
at reviving business sentiment and
consumer confidence.
For the year 2021, the world
economic growth is set to be more
upbeat. Amid low base effects, the
global growth will be supported by the
widespread deployment and spread
of effective Covid-19 vaccines and
the continued accommodative fiscal,
financial and monetary conditions.
Downside remains over the risk new
Covid variants pose to the postpandemic recovery. This year also
happens to be the first year where the
three main economies or trading blocs
of the world — the US, the EU and
China – refocus their efforts in fighting
climate change. The US will rejoin the
Paris Accord and host an international
climate summit.
The global manufacturing and
services Purchasing Managers Index
(PMI) reached 53.8 and 51.8 in
December from a low of 53.1 and
52.9 in October, respectively. Europe
continued to witness better consumer
demand and PMIs. In tandem with the
gradual recovery, the US manufacturing
PMI for December rose to 57.1 from
53.4 in October while the services PMI
slowed down to 54.8 in December from
56.9 in October. The Asean region’s
manufacturing PMI improved to 50.8
in December from 48.6 in October.
Similarly, Malaysia’s manufacturing PMI
climbed to 49.1 in the final month of
2020 from 48.5 in October.
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Financial markets – Risk-on appetite
permeates global market
Buying momentum in global equities
intensified in the final quarter in 2020
as a number of vaccine breakthroughs
raised hopes of a return to economic
normality. Asian emerging market
equities broadly outperformed those
in developed markets. MSCI’s flagship
global equity index, the MSCI ACWI
Index, which represents performance
of large- and mid-cap stocks across
23 developed and 27 emerging
market, rose 14.3 percent. The MSCI
developed market Index climbed 13.6
percent while the MSCI Asia ex Japan
Index jumped 18.3 percent.
The US equity recorded solid gains
in the fourth quarter with the major
indexes closing the year at all-time
highs, erasing the losses in the first
half of 2020 caused by the Covid-19
pandemic. In the 4Q of 2020, the
widely watched Dow Jones Industrial
Average climbed 10.2 percent to
30,606, S&P 500 climbing jumped
by 11.7 percent to 3,756 while the
Nasdaq surged 15.4 percent to
12,888.
A rotation into industries that are
set to benefit most from an economic
recovery propelled indices higher
with automobiles & parts, media, oil
& gas and financials taking the lead.
Interest in the industrial, consumer
goods, construction, technology and
consumer services sectors remained
robust, posting more than 10 percent
gains. Meanwhile, telecommunications,
retail, and pharmaceuticals lagged
but still recorded modest gains of
2 – 5 percent.
European equities also staged a
strong rebound in the final quarter
of 2020. The Euro Stoxx 50 Index,
which represents leading blue-chip
stocks in the Eurozone, rose 11.2
percent to 3,553, garnering support
following the ECB’s efforts to inject
additional stimulus, optimism over
a Brexit trade deal and positive
vaccine developments. These positive
developments helped ease concerns

over the second coronavirus wave
in the bloc. Nevertheless, Spain’s
benchmark stock exchange was the
outperformer during the quarter in
review, up 20.2 percent, followed
by Italy (+16.9%), France (+15.6%),
Belgium (+11.9%), Denmark (+8.0%),
and Germany (+7.5%).
UK equities jumped 10.1 percent to
6,461 in the 4Q of 2020, which helped
narrow its losses in the first three
quarters in 2020. For the full year, the
benchmark index closed lower by 14.3
percent. Optimism over a Brexit trade
deal as well as vaccine breakthroughs
helped buoy investors’ sentiment.
Buying momentum was mainly seen
in automobile & parts, banks, oil &
gas, and consumer services, while
healthcare and technology surprisingly
underperformed.
Japan’s Nikkei 225 was one of the
outperformers among its developed
market peers, closing higher by 18.4
percent to 27,444, marking the highest
level in 30 years. The robust buying
momentum in the final quarter was
supported by the commercialisation
of a new coronavirus vaccine as well
as higher demand for technology
solutions-related stocks. Looking at
companies’ performance, corporate
earnings broadly came above
consensus estimation as companies
were able to efficiently manage costs.
Appetite for the Asia ex-Japan
market remained forceful in the 4Q
of 2020 with the MSCI AC Asia ex-
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Japan Index rising 18.3 percent. The
outperformers in the region were led
by India’s Sensex, climbing by 25.4
percent to an all-time high of 47,751.
At the same time, foreign buying in the
Indian equity market was solid with a
net buying amount of US$21.1 billion.
A cocktail of better-than-expected
earnings, improved goods and services
tax (GST) collection, better macro data,
and progress in Covid-19 vaccine
development pushed the indexes to
their peak.
Meanwhile, China’s bull run
extended during the quarter with the
CSI 300 Index closing 13.6 percent
higher at 5,211, a multi-year high.
However, the gains were capped
following China’s State Administration
for Market Regulation announcement
of a set of draft guidelines aimed at
curbing monopolistic behaviour on
internet platforms.
Among its Asean peers, Indonesia’s
Jakarta Composite Index (JCI) came
in as the outperformer, posting a 22.8
percent gain to 5,979 following an
upbeat view on economic recovery and
hopes for Covid-19 vaccines. Likewise,
other markets that posted double-digit
growth were Vietnam (21.9 percent),
the Philippines (21.8 percent), Thailand
(17.2 percent), and Singapore (15.3
percent).
In Malaysia, the local bourse
was up 8.1 percent to 1,627, briefly
trading at a one-year high at 1,685.
The bulk of the support came local
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retail investors, posting a net buying
amounting RM2.6 billion while foreign
and institutional investors were net
sellers, amounting RM2.3 billion and
RM0.3 billion, respectively. For the full
year of 2020, retail and institutional
investors were net buyers at RM14.2
billion and RM10.4 billion, respectively
while foreign selling deepened, totalling
RM24.6 billion. The broader cyclical
sectors outperformed with 8 out
of 12 sectors chalking up doubledigit growth. Industrial products &
services outperformed, followed by
the technology, energy, transport &
logistics, and financial services sectors.
However, the healthcare sector
underperformed.

Crude oil prices strengthen towards
end-2020
On the commodity front, oil prices
surged during the quarter. Brent gained
26.6 percent to US$51.80 per barrel
mainly contributed by: (1) optimism
over the US coronavirus fiscal aid
package; (2) news that Britain and
the European Union had signed a
post-Brexit trade deal; as well as (3) a
drawdown in crude inventory sparked
optimism. The outbreak of Covid-19
has added a major layer of uncertainty
to the oil market.

Gold remains appealing
In contrast, gold prices during the
quarter closed lower by 0.4 percent
to US$1,898 per ounce while trading
as high as US$1,951 and a low of

US$1,777 per ounce. Although there
was an initial weakness in gold prices
after reports of vaccine breakthroughs,
the renewed sense of caution following
the rising Covid-19 cases pushed
investors to increase their exposure
in safe-haven assets. For the full year
of 2020, the gold price averaged at
US$1,772 per ounce or a 27.1 percent
gain compared to 2019’s US$1,394
per ounce.

Fixed income – Decent bond
appetite
The global sovereign bonds diverged
in the final quarter of 2020. Although
announcements of vaccine rollouts
boosted market sentiment, investors
remained concerned over the second
wave of Covid-19 infections in late
2020 and the associated near-term
economic impact resulting from higher
stringency measures. Nonetheless,
global central bankers continued to
express their commitment to keeping
short-term interest rates extremely low
to stimulate economies and financial
markets.
The US Treasury market bear
steepened in the final quarter of 2020.
The US Treasury yield curve steepened
with the 10-year and 2-year yield
spread widening to 80 basis points
by end-2020 – marking the steepest
level the curve has been in three years.
The widely watched 10-year US yield
climbed 22.9 basis points to 0.91
percent, briefly touching a quarterly
high of 0.98 percent, which was also
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the highest since March 2020. For the
full year, the 10-year US treasury yield
eased 95 basis points while trading
at a low of 0.52 percent (2020 high:
1.88 percent). The upward pressure
on the long-term yields was driven by
optimism on an additional stimulus
package following Joe Biden’s win in
the US presidential election, as well as
vaccine breakthroughs.
On the monetary front, the US
Federal Reserve (Fed) kept its policy
rate unchanged at 0.00 percent to 0.25
percent in the final monetary meeting
in 2020. To recap, the Fed slashed
a cumulative of 150 basis points in
2020 to respond to the economic
slowdown caused by Covid-19. In
its December’s statement, the Fed
viewed that the economic activity and
employment have continued to recover
but remained well below their levels at
the beginning of 2020, while expecting
to keep rates at zero-bound levels at
least through 2023.
The overall trend in the 10-year EU
yield was weaker during the 4Q of
2020, closing 4.9 basis points lower
to -0.57 percent after the European
Central Bank (ECB) launched a fresh
burst of stimulus to help the Eurozone
economy recover from the Covidbattered economy. The ECB increased
the size of its pandemic emergency
purchase programme (PEPP) from
€1.35 trillion to €1.85 trillion and pushed
back the end of its main crisis-fighting
tool from June 2021 until at least
March 2022, while reinvesting any
proceeds until at least the end of 2023.
For the full year of 2020, the 10-year
EU yield eased 38 basis points.
Likewise, the 10-year UK gilts
eased 3.6 basis points to 0.19 percent
during the quarter under review while
the 2-year gilt fell deeper into the
negative region, down 14.6 basis
points to -0.17 percent, marking a
record low. The buying momentum
on the front end of the curve emerged
after the government imposed tougher
coronavirus restrictions, raising fresh
fears about the outlook for Britain’s
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economy. For the full year of 2020,
the 10-year gilts fell 62.5 basis points
following a cumulative of 65 basis
points of rate cut from the Bank of
England.
During the quarter under review, the
Japanese 10-year yield rose 0.6 basis
point to 0.02 percent and unlike its
G10 peers, the 10-year yield rose 3.7
basis points for the full-year of 2020.
Throughout 2020, the Bank of Japan
maintained its key policy rate at -0.10
percent. Meanwhile, China’s 10-year
yield continued its uptrend, closing
higher by 0.5bps to 3.14 percent,
supported by a recovery in the domestic
economy. In 2020, the People’s Bank
of China slashed the one-year loan
prime rate (LPR) by 30 basis points to
3.85 percent. For the full year of 2020,
the 10-year sovereign Chinese bonds
edged 0.1 basis point higher.
The 10-year Indian yield reversed its
losses in the third quarter, closing the
quarter lower by 14.9 basis points to
5.87 percent. For the full year of 2020,
the 10-year yield fell 63.9 basis points,
reflecting the Reserve Bank of India’s
decision to cut its policy rate by 115
basis points to a record low of 4.00
percent.
The yield movement in the Asean
region was lower across the board.
The Indonesia 10-year bond yield came
in as the outperformer, down 106.6
basis points to 5.86 percent as the
central bank cut its policy rate by 25
basis points to 3.75 percent during the
quarter under review and continued to
keep its door open for additional easing
measures. For the full year of 2020,
the 10-year Indonesia yield fell 113.4
basis points while Bank Indonesia cut
its policy rate by 125 basis points. The
Singapore 10-year bond yield slipped
2.3 basis points to 0.83 percent in the
final quarter of 2020 while the 10-year
Thailand yield slid 0.3 basis point to
1.32 percent. Meanwhile, the 10-year
Philippines yield stood unchanged
during the quarter at 2.82 percent.
The appetite for the local bond
market was sustained for the seventh

consecutive quarter albeit at a softer
pace. The benchmark MGS curve
steepened with the front to the belly
part of the curve easing 2 to 13 basis
points while the back end rose 3 to
15 basis points. The closely watched
10-year MGS yield eased 2.5 basis
points to 2.65 percent. The buying
on the front-end was supported by
heightened yield-hunting activities by
foreign investors amid expectations of
an additional rate cut in November’s
BNM monetary meeting.
Meanwhile, foreign investors bought
RM12.8 billion of government bonds
(MGS + GII) in the final quarter of 2020
compared to RM11.9 billion in the
third quarter. For the full year of 2020,
foreign inflows in both MGS and GII
papers amounted to RM25.9 billion.
To recap, for the full year of 2020,
the MGS curve eased 25 to 113 basis
points while the 10-year MGS fell 66.1
basis points. BNM, on the other hand,
slashed the benchmark policy rate by
125 basis points to 1.75 percent.
During the quarter under review,
Fitch Ratings downgraded our longterm foreign-currency issuer default
rating (IDR) to ‘BBB+’ with a stable
outlook from ‘A-‘ with a negative
outlook. Fitch’s downgrade is the first
since 1998, when our IDR slipped
to ‘BB’ from ‘BBB’-. Fitch upgraded
Malaysia to A- in November 2004 and
it has remained so until 4 Nov 2020.
According to Fitch, the current
political landscape has affected the
predictability of our future policymaking decisions. Besides, several
key credit metrics such as debt
affordability and government revenue
base have weakened after combating
the effects of the pandemic. Hence,
Fitch’s judgement and its SRM model
favoured a downgrade.

FX
On the foreign exchange market, the
dollar took a heavy beating during the
quarter under review. It fell on a bigger
magnitude, down by 4 percent to
89.937, hitting a fresh 32-month low
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underpinned by: (1) former President
Trump’s signing into law a US$2.3
trillion pandemic aid and spending
package, restoring unemployment
benefits to millions of Americans
and averting a federal government
shutdown; (2) persistent upbeat
sentiment in global markets, supporting
investor’s risk appetite; (3) easing
political noises after Trump accepted
President-elect Biden’s transition into
the White House; and (4) ongoing
vaccine optimism. The Fed maintained
its dovish stance while keeping its fund
rates at 0.00%–0.25% as expected.
The tone was slightly positive as the
Fed viewed positively the progress
towards the fiscal relieve package as
well as vaccine development. The Fed
updated its headline GDP forecast with
2020 at -2.4% (prev: -3.7%); and 2021
at 4.2% (prev: 4.0%). However, the
Fed continued to signal that rates will
remain at zero-bound levels until 2023.
During the quarter, the euro
appreciated 4 percent to 1.22 while
trading between a high and low of
1.23 and 1.16. Likewise, the pound
rose by 6 percent to 1.37 while trading
between a high and low of 1.37 and
1.29.
The yen strengthened by 2.2 percent
to end the quarter at 103.3 owing to
the broad weakening of the dollar while
remaining volatile, trading in a range of
103.1–106.3.
The weakening of the USD has
benefitted Asian currencies like: (1) the
South Korean won which appreciated
by 6.5 percent to 1,087; (2) Indonesian
rupiah, gaining 5.3 percent to 14,050;
(3) the offshore yuan, closing higher by
3.9 percent to 6.527; and (4) the Indian
rupee, rising marginally by 0.1 percent
to 73.07. Asean currencies, which
appreciated against the USD during the
quarter are: (1) the Indonesian rupiah,
surging by significant 5.3 percent to
14,050; (2) Thai baht, rising 5.1 percent
to 29.96; (3) the Singapore dollar,
up 3 percent to 1.322, as well as (4)
the Philippine peso which gained 0.9
percent to 48.03.
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FINCO pledge to MERCY Malaysia
aims to help flood-impacted kids
get back to learning
“ Hence, as a part of our effort to provide
sufficient resources to the vulnerable
communities, we extend our aid to equip
students with the right supplies to prepare
them for school this year.”
Tan Sri Azman Hashim, Chairman, FINCO

As most schools welcomed back
students on various online platforms
in January, the Financial Institution
Collective Outreach (FINCO)
continues to work with strategic
community partners such as MERCY
Malaysia to help children affected by
floods to join their virtual classmates
as soon as possible.
Following an urgent call to action
by the volunteer relief organisation
earlier this month, FINCO member
banks, insurance companies
and takaful operators collectively
pledged more than RM500,000 to
facilitate MERCY Malaysia’s flood
response and recovery efforts. As an
increasing number of evacuees head
home, funds will be directed towards
protecting health amidst rising
COVID-19 cases, such as delivering
safely managed water, sanitation
and hygiene services, nutritious food
and back-to-school supplies.
“We know it can be an
extremely challenging time for
our communities impacted by
the devastation of floods. This
collective pledge aligns with the
financial industry’s ongoing efforts in
disaster prevention preparedness,
response and recovery. The aim as a
coordinated industry is to effectively
reduce disruptions faced by our

communities, in particular children,
during disasters and increase their
capacity to cope,” said Clare Walker,
CEO of FINCO. “Our heartfelt
appreciation goes to the emergency
services and volunteers on-ground
who work to protect people, as
well as educators who step up to
minimise disruption to learning.”
“School plays an essential role in
children’s educational achievement,
health and well-being. Without their
needs being met, they may feel
demotivated to continue learning,”
emphasised Tan Sri Azman Hashim,
Chairman of FINCO’s Board of
Directors. “Hence, as a part of our
effort to provide sufficient resources
to the vulnerable communities, we
extend our aid to equip students
with the right supplies to prepare
them for school this year.”
Speaking on behalf of the
volunteer relief organisation,
President of MERCY Malaysia,
Dato’ Dr Ahmad Faizal Mohd
Perdaus said, “We are grateful to
the financial industry’s generosity
in helping us minimise the burden
of those affected by the flood,
especially the school-going-children.
The best interest of the children
is at the centre of this effort. The
tremendous support from FINCO

enables us to reduce limitations
and help these children to continue
pursuing their dreams.”
In addition to other direct
contributions in support of
humanitarian and medical-related
initiatives by various community
partners, flood aid relief by financial
institutions includes deferment of
loan repayments, expedited claims
and other forms of non-financial
assistance.
FINCO is a collaboration between
the entire financial industry with the
guidance of Bank Negara Malaysia.
Established in 2017, the non-profit
collective impact initiative aims to
provide underprivileged children
and youth with the guidance and
educational tools they need to
achieve their life goals.

About the Financial Industry Collective Outreach
The Financial Industry Collective Outreach (FINCO) is a
collaborative initiative pioneered by all financial institutions
(FIs) in Malaysia with the guidance of Bank Negara Malaysia
to provide underprivileged children and youth with the
guidance and educational tools they need to achieve their
life goals. FINCO seeks to achieve these objectives through
the collective development of flagship programmes in English
Proficiency and Life Aspiration, as well as coordinated
efforts on Financial Literacy and Disaster Relief and shared
programmes supported by individual financial institutions.

happenings

FINCO completed training around 40 financial industry
volunteers, and 40 teachers from 20 schools across 3
states in preparation for the pilot of our first ever collective
financial literacy programme, FINCO Good SENS during
#GlobalMoneyWeek2021. High energy among all
mentor and coach participants, and we’re looking forward
to sparking inspiration among primary school students
and seeing how their social enterprise chooses to change
the world! Equally inspired by the dedication of teacher
coaches and financial industry mentors, who shared key
takeaways and what they’re looking forward to kicking
off next month. This was in close collaboration with the
Ministry of Education Malaysia, JPNs and pilot schools in
Selangor, Negeri Sembilan and Johor as well as delivery
partners from the financial industry.

LEARN.SAVE.EARN.
“I'm looking forward to how we can be part of a social mission
that'll make a significant difference in society. I'm excited to know
how we can convey and implement learning objectives effectively.”
Scholastica Maria, Mentor, AmBank
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Celebrating MCO
Best Practices to
Enhance Teaching
in the New Normal
Inaugural ‘Highly Immersive Programme-FINCO
Outstanding Teacher & Student Competition 2020’
looks back to recognise educators and pupils who
went above and beyond to continue teaching and
learning remotely

With face-to-face school sessions
progressively kick-off nationwide,
educators and students alike
are reflecting on best practices
to take back into physical
classrooms after almost a year of
teaching and learning remotely.
Organised by the Financial
Industry Collective Outreach
(FINCO) with strategic partner,
the Ministry of Education Malaysia
(MOE), this competition received
more than 360 entries across
Malaysia. Outstanding educator
categories included remote efforts
to teach using medium to high
technology, low to no technology
and a special award for existing
FINCO-programme educators.
According to FINCO CEO, Clare
Walker, the judges gained insights
into the efforts made by educators
in adopting new approaches
to teaching that met the needs
of students within very diverse
contexts. The volunteer panel
of judges were also inspired by
the innovative approaches used

to reach students and encourage
increased engagement.
“Depending on the technology
available, teachers used mobile
apps, recorded assignments,
Google Classrooms or basic
platforms such as WhatsApp and
Telegram to engage students in
learning. Sustainable themes that
emerged from the entries included
a more personalised, studentcentred approach to teaching,
leveraging on parental support
and actively empowering young
learners through decision-making
in lessons,” said Walker.
Developed under the MBMMBI
policy (upholding the Malay
Language and Strengthening
Command of English), HIP
represents highly immersive
programmes with language-rich
initiatives that aim to inculcate
positive behaviours towards the
learning and usage of English
language. As learning had to
continue beyond the traditional
classroom, the HIP-FINCO
competition also intended to
recognise efforts that encourage
students to be deliberately
and recurrently exposed to

English at home. Outreach partners
such as FINCO play a vital role in
helping MOE raise the standards
of English language among
the community, and innovative
programmes continue to spark
peer-learning among teacher and
student communities.
The virtual judging panel of the
‘HIP-FINCO Outstanding Teacher
and Student Competition 2020’
included volunteers from MOE,
LeapEd, British Council, Generasi
Gemilang, Teach for Malaysia,
members of the financial industry
and Bank Negara Malaysia.
Winners were selected based on
clear learning objectives, creative
lesson or activity design, student
engagement and ease of adaption
by other teachers.
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Highly Immersive Programme (HIP) – FINCO
Outstanding Teacher and Student Competition
2020 virtual award ceremony

Financial Industry Collective Outreach
(FINCO) and Ministry of Education
Malaysia (MOE) organised Highly
Immersive Programme (HIP) – FINCO
Outstanding Teacher and Student
Competition 2020 virtual award
ceremony on Wednesday, 24 February
2021. The virtual award ceremony
celebrated the winners and runners-up
of an inaugural national competition for
English language teachers and upper
primary students who went above
and beyond to continue teaching
and learning throughout last year’s
movement control order. Prizes for the
12 winners and runners-up included
cash, school grants for teaching
materials and book vouchers.
Representing the financial industry
during the YouTube livestream, Tan Sri
Azman Hashim, Chairman, FINCO said,
“The ‘HIP-FINCO Outstanding Teacher
and Student Competition 2020’ is part
of the financial industry’s long-term
commitment to support students in
improving their proficiency in the English
language, for broader career options in
the future. Unfortunately, not all students
have access to the support they need to
achieve their respective learning goals.

School closures also deeply affected
young people and parents, both
in terms of the loss of educational
opportunities and also the impact on
their mental health and well-being.
The competition thus looked for

individuals who worked in their
communities to help foster motivated,
engaged learners equipped to
conquer the unforeseen challenges of
today as well as tomorrow.”

“The ‘HIP-FINCO Outstanding Teacher and Student
Competition 2020’ is part of the financial industry’s
long-term commitment to support students in
improving their proficiency in the English language,
for broader career options in the future.”
Tan Sri Azman Hashim, Chairman, FINCO
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Azman Hashim International Business
School Advisory Council Driving Connections
Towards U21

First row, L-R:
Tan Sri Azman Hashim
Chairman, Ambank Group
Tan Sri Datin Paduka Siti Sa’Diah
Non-Independent,
Non-Executive Chairman,
Duopharma Biotech Bhd

Azman Hashim International
Business Schools (AHIBS)
takes on a lead role in their
connectivity with industries
following the recently
concluded AHIBS Advisory
Council (AAC) on Monday,
8 March 2021. This second
AAC Meeting was chaired
by the Council Chairman,
Tan Sri Azman Hashim.
In the 2nd AAC meeting,
four (4) new council
members, namely Emeritus
Professor H.K. Richard
Vietor (Harvard Business
School Emeritus Professor,
Harvard University, Professor
Datuk Ts. Dr. Ahmad Fauzi Ismail (UTM ViceChancellor), Professor Datuk Ir. Dr. Wahid
Omar (UTM Former Vice-Chancellor), and
Datuk Dr. Tong Kooi Ong (Avarga Limited) were
appointed.
AHIBS, established in 1997, is part of
Universiti Teknologi Malaysia (“UTM”), a long
established University started in 1955 as the
famous Technical College.
In January 2019, Yayasan Azman Hashim
donated RM30 millon to UTM for the setting up

Tan Sri Dato’ Seri Vincent Tan
Founder and Executive Chairman,
Berjaya Corporation Berhad
Tan Sri Tony Fernandes
CEO, AirAsia Group
Second row:
Prof. Datuk Ts. Dr. Ahmad
Fauzi Ismail
Vice-Chancellor, UTM
Prof. Datuk Ir. Dr. Wahid Omar
Professor, Faculty of Engineering
and former Vice-Chancellor, UTM
Datuk Dr. Tong Kooi Ong
Executive Chairman,
Avarga Limited
Prof. Ir. Dr. Zainuddin Abd Manan
Acting Deputy Vice-Chancellor
(Academic & International), UTM
Third row:
EMER Prof. Dr. Richard H.K. Vietor
Baker Foundation Professor,
Harvard Business School, Harvard
University, USA
EMER Prof. Mike Tayles
Emeritus Professor,
Hull University Business School,
Hull University, UK

of the Azman Hashim Endowment Scholarship
Fund for students of the AHIBS and Tan Sri
Azman Hashim was appointed Chairman of the
Advisory Council in April the same year.
The Business School offers quality business
education, consultancy and research and
endeavours to deliver business education
that revolves around impactful synergy with
the industry and corporate partners while
embracing elements of entrepreneurship,
innovation and globalisation.

Mr Goh Peng Ooi
Chairman, Silverlake Group
Prof. Dr. Nur Naha Abu Mansor
Dean, Azman Hashim Internaitonal
Business School, UTM
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46th ASEAN-Japan Business Meeting
(AJBM) Virtual Conference
On Wednesday, 17 March 2021, Tan Sri Azman Hashim as Chairman of AJBM Malaysia, host and Co-Chair of the 46th ASEANJapan Business Meeting (AJBM) Virtual Conference delivered the Welcome Remarks. The theme for this year conference was
“New Relationship between ASEAN and Japan in the “New Normal” post COVID-19”. The conference also attended by many
key leaders and corporate luminaries across ASEAN and Japan to share their experiences and exchange insights under the yet
prevailing COVID-19 pandemic.

(L-R): Tan Sri Dato’ Dr Michael Yeoh Oon Kheng, Honorary Secretary, MAJECA, Datuk Seri Mohamed Iqbal,
Vice-President, MAJECA, Tan Sri Azman Hashim, President, MAJECA and Ms Ng Su Fun, Executive Secretary,
MAJECA during the virtual meeting with Keizai Doyukai. Image credit: MAJECA.
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Tan Sri Azman visits
Asian Banking School (ABS)
new office

On Monday, 1 March 2021, Tan Sri Azman Hashim, Chairman,
AmBank Group visited Asian Banking School (ABS)
new office which is located at Bangunan AICB,
Jalan Dato’ Onn, Kuala Lumpur. The ABS is dedicated to developing talent and is the
largest specialised provider of quality banking training programmes in the ASEAN region.

Tan Sri Azman Hashim standing
beside the new AmBank ATM
within Bangunan AICB.

Tan Sri Azman Hashim tossing
Yee Sang together with the
Asian Banking School staff.

Tan Sri Azman Hashim with Prof Colyn Gardner (right)
at the Asian Banking School new office.
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Happy Chinese New Year

Gong Xi Fa Cai
from

Patron, Advisor, President, Vice Presidents, Honourary Secretary, Honourary Treasurer
and Exco Members of Kelab AmBank Group

KAG CNY
distribution
CNY treats and
KAG T-shirt
distribution @ BAG
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Period: 8 to 26 February 2021

Search

Congratulations to all the winners!

#kagsingingcompetition2021
#kagsingingcompetition2021

CNY Song

Love Song

1st

Follow

Prize: RM500
Wei Fu Kui
Julaiha Nor Hassan
nd
2 Prize: RM400
Lim Eng Choon
Hidayah binti Kadri
rd
3 Prize: RM300
Wan Yin Jia
Yeep Mei Harn
th
4 Prize: RM200
Luqman Hakim Jilani
Wei Fu Kui
th
5 Prize: RM100
Grace Choo Suet Chen Farah Norshamella Salim
Consolation Prize: RM50
Prissy Lee Wen Shi
Prissy Lee Wen Shi
Kho Poh Ching

Wan Ainor Bashira

Esther Veronna @
Veronica Malinggang

Jehan Sinariah
binti Sofian

Wan Ainor Bashira

Nor Hasliza Abd Samad

Ooi Lay Leng

Ooi Siew Phing
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Join
ONLINE
FITNESS
WORKOUT
CLASS

N O W AVA I L A B L E O N K A G I G T V

Coach
Sharina and
Coach Mark in workouts
to help you get fit,
burn fat and build
muscle endurance!

promotions and campaigns

Terms and conditions apply.

%

RM

• P
ETROL •

Terms and conditions apply.
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Wear Purple!
In conjunction with International Women’s Day 2021,
AmBank was painted purple on Monday, 8 March!
#IWD2021 #ChooseToChallenge #KAGIWD2021
AmBank staff from Segamat SR2 branch. Top row from left: Andrew Cheong Chow
Siong, Tan Lay Yi and Nurisufiyah Mohamad Yusof. Second row: Pang Siok Ling,
Santhy Suppiah, Pang Mee Hua and Lai Chai Hong. Third row: Ku Mei See,
Chew Geok Teing and Roszahan Haripin. Bottom row: Muhammad Nizam Ismail,
Arlina Ahmad and Ng Yen Ting.
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AmBank ladies from Kluang SR2 branch
decked in shades of purple.

AmBank staff from Retail Distribution department.

Staff from AmBank Port Dickson branch.

Ms Jeni Subramaniam from
Retail Banking department.

AmBank colleagues from Bangsar Baru branch.
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painting gallery
Title:
Kehijauan Alam Siri IV
(Cameron)
Medium:
Water Colour
Measurement:
W55cm x L75cm
Location:
Deputy Chairman’s
Reception, L25
Bangunan AmBank Group

Abdul Ghani
Ahmad

Born in 1945 from Kedah, Abdul Ghani Ahmad is a self-taught Malaysian artist
who has risen from a street artist. His works received many local and international
recognition. He started being active in watercolours since 1986. Most of his works
are influenced by nature and Malay culture. He believes that painting is one of the
best ways to preserve our tradition and heritage for future generations.

Title:
Perairan Belum
Medium:
Watercolour
Measurement:
W47cm x L73cm
Location:
Banquet Hall, L26
Bangunan AmBank Group

camel collection

 A gold coloured brooch studded
with round and rectangular cubic
zirconia stones all over its body
with green and red coloured
pieces for its eyes.
Size:
4cm (H) x 3cm (L)
Location:
Banking Hall, Ground Floor
Menara AmBank
Jalan Yap Kwan Seng
Kuala Lumpur

 A gold-coloured brass camel with
a blue coated rider astride an orange
saddle, saddle bags and bedroll
embelished with white cubic zirconia.
The four legs of the camel are plated
in shiny gold colour and four bells are
hung by the side of its studded rein.
Size:
13cm (H) x 14cm (L)
Location:
Tan Sri Azman Hashim’s Guest Lounge
Level 26, Bangunan AmBank Group
Jalan Raja Chulan, Kuala Lumpur
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ambankgroup.com
@AmBankMalaysia

@AmBankMY

@AmBankMY

